Veishea 79
by Sharon Abrahamson
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come the judges", the 75th Anniversary of the Forestry Department
began its celebration in style with an
extensive

educational

display

titled

"Forestry-Yesterday and Today, 75
Years at lowaState University."

Plans began early-in fact, seven
months earlier at the SAF convention
in St. Louis. And with this early start,

a new team of foresters chose their
specialties
and
began
sketching
plans,

writing

letters,

and

finally

starting construction,
Then, at last, the big day arrived
and the 1979 VEISHEA display was
unfolded. The stations were manned
with over 40 enthusiastic foresters

who presented the forestry story to
over 200 visitors throughout the two
day celebration. And, judging by the
visitors comments in the guest book,
the display was a terrific success.
First on the tour was a crosssection of a 75-year old elm tree
which was dated to include both
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THE 1980

national and forestry events that had
taken
place throughout the tree's
life. This was followed by a room Of
nostalgia, which included everything
from old photos depicting the early
days of forestry at lSU to old tools
including an adze and broad axe.

AIso new this year was a woodSy
wildlife display, forestry extension
display, and a d'lsplay showing the

pictured tree with the correct name,
Smokey the Bear's eyes lit up. This
display is now on loan throughout
the year to the 4-H Nature Center in
Madrid.

And then, all too soon (and not
soon enough for some!), it was over.
The dismantling began, and all was
placed into its special niche in the

wrong way to build a campsite,
complete with sudsand cans floating
in astream.

storage closet. lt was a tired crew of
foresters that headed home to bed.
But, their months of determination
and dedication proved that the spirit

The new crowd pleaser was a Tree

of forestry is still alive and ready to

Identification

Quizboard

where

visitors tried theirskills at identifying

trees of Iowa. lf they matched the
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successfully meet the challenges of
the next 75 years of forestry at
lSU.
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